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always At all times; all the time and on every occasion.
Isabel had always been in rude health.

amount Be tantamount or equivalent to.
The substance is harmless if taken in small amounts.

collectively As a group; as a whole.
The audience collectively winced.

entire
Constituting the undiminished entirety lacking nothing essential especially not
damaged.
My plans are to travel the entire world.

entirely Completely (often used for emphasis.
Eight coaches entirely for passenger transport.

entirety The state of being total and complete.
He read the article in its entirety.

every Each and all of a series of entities or intervals as specified.
Every two hours.

five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.

foursome
A golf match between two pairs of players, with partners playing the same
ball.
The foursome teed off before 9 a m.

generic Applicable to an entire class or group.
Ch vre is a generic term for all goat s milk cheese.

hexad
The cardinal number that is the sum of five and one.
Each segment down to the tiniest hexad of cilia is practically identical in
shape.

million
(in Roman numerals, M written with a macron over it) denoting a quantity
consisting of 1,000,000 items or units.
There were millions of flies.
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numeral A symbol used to represent a number.
He learned to write the numerals before he went to school.

outright Directly or openly.
An outright victory.

quadruple A quadruple number or amount.
A quadruple vodka.

quartet A composition for a quartet.
A Beethoven quartet.

sextet A composition for a sextet.
The Jazz Club presents a new sextet.

sextuple Having six units or components.
six A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows six pips.

sum Determine the sum of.
He borrowed a large sum.

tally An account kept by means of a tally.
Their first tally came in the 3rd inning.

tertiary Denoting or relating to carnivores that eat other carnivores and omnivores.
Patients in tertiary care.

third The base that must be touched third by a base runner in baseball.
You shouldn t try to start in third gear.

three One of four playing cards in a deck having three pips.

total Damage beyond the point of repair.
A total failure.

totally Used to emphasize a clause or statement.
A totally new situation.

trinity Three people considered as a unit.
God is said to be trinity in unity.

triple Hit a triple.
A triple murder.

whole
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
Owls usually swallow their prey whole.

wholly
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
The distinction is not wholly clear.
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